For the time being, the Ukronazis are explaining that the Nazi salute is just perfect for this situation: not only do hands not touch, but the palm of the saluting head is facing the sun, which is hygienically good (that, and a lot of Nazis are pagans, sun worship is common amongst them). Right now, in what are still the early stages of the pandemic, almost nobody is paying attention (most folks in the West have yet to understand that security, any and all form of security, must always be collective to be effective). Your support and faith in fighting and resisting the Empire's war with information and analysis is highly motivating and greatly appreciated! During fascism time, many young men were even enrolled in the “camicie nere” ("blackshirts", ...
the paramilitary wing of the National Fascist Party). The War on Terror cost more than $2.4 trillion. Here are details on what was spent each year, what happened, and its effect. Here is the War on Terror costs by budgetary years, courtesy of the National Defense Budget Estimates for FY 2020. VA spending is from each annual budget from the Office of Management and Budget. FY 2001 – $31 billion: $22.9 billion in funding for the War in Afghanistan was appropriated. Human Rights Watch. “Troops in Contact: Airstrikes and Civilian Deaths in Afghanistan.” Accessed Jan. Request PDF | International Law as Administration: The UN’s 1267 Sanctions Committee and the Making of the War on Terror | This paper is written as an effort to escape the dialogue of the deaf between those who believe that international law can do no wrong in the war | Find, read and cite all the research you need on ResearchGate. It is in the legal form and its design, and not in the current obsession with compliance, where the possibilities of resistance in this new time exist. Discover the world's research. 17+ million members. This article analyses the judgment of the European Court of Human Rights in the case of Nada v. Switzerland from the perspective of individual due process rights and the wider constitutional implications.